Technology enhancement learning reflection on improving students’ satisfaction in Omani Universities
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The excellence of Omani Universities in technology enhancement learning (TEL) has become essential in supporting the rapid growth and sustainability of the education sector for usage and application. Technology enhancement learning is depending on use of different application tools like Microsoft office files and video blog programs to facilitate the academic performance. The real problem faced education is a need for several applications and technologies in the higher education institutions in Oman to improve their outputs and improve on teacher-student satisfaction. This paper aims to determine the common type of (TEL) of video and attached assignments and data analysis used in the Universities. In addition to facilitate (TEL) used in colleges and Universities in conjunction with improving lab equipment and administrative systems. In the first phase of this study, a systematic review of the existing literature was carried out to determine and define the suitable quantitative and qualitative criteria of existence applications; and then, design and exploit pair-wise comparison and online evaluation forms to get experts opinions/preference on the evaluation criteria used to measure the satisfaction of these technologies. In this study, survey questionnaires were distributed to 3 different Universities in Oman to assess their technology enhancement learning performances which served as a link between the Universities and higher education (HEI). The findings of this paper aid in establishing the need to improve teaching material by using attached assignment with material description by video programs and guidelines, etc. and facilities increased totally with few last years. These technologies aid in the development of the University outputs in response to the requirement for higher educational institutions (HEI). All these requirements can pave the way for better teaching methodologies and can effectively support the development of technologies and improve learning outcome in the Universities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the years, information technology (IT) has been the sole prerogative of IT experts but in recent times, there are different requirements for IT development because of the need to develop updated software, applications, assessment way and academic systems. The adoption of technology enhancement learning (TEL), the combine of traditional class attendance work and hard copy material with using internet technology of loading assignments, video program materials and guidelines, etc. and facilities increased totally with few last years. These technologies aid in the development of the University outputs in response to the requirement for higher educational institutions (HEI). All these requirements can pave the way for better teaching methodologies and can effectively support the development of technologies and improve learning outcome in the Universities.

Information technology allows technological challenges with the understanding of the requirements for the control of information systems (IS). These requirements need to be well observed and respected within the IS, academy regulations. The development of